28mm 12 x 2 Building (Short Building)
B28-SB-004
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and remember
to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in place while
you allow glue to dry.
The images here are from the right hand side of the kit, but the instructions for the left side are identical – just reverse the
images.
It is easier to paint some pieces of the kit before assemble – please see the end of the document for painting tips.

Take the base and floor sections from the sprue.

Glue the base underneath the floor, so the double
connect spaces are at the end without any
floorboards and the single space is towards the back
of the building.

Remove two long walls and two short walls from the
sprue.

Starting with a long wall, work around the building
attaching each wall in turn.

Take a long wall frame and attach it in place, aligning
its “open” end with the corner of the building. The
“closed” end will then extend around 3mm beyond the
end of thre wall. Attach the other frames.

Glue the wall panels into place.

The two parts of the finished building. They can either be left separate (to aid storage and be attached
together for gameplay using the connector pieces), or permanently glued together to form a single building.

Painting your model
The floor was removed from the sprue and the floorboard edges of it painted with a wood stain.
The wall panels were left on the sprue. These were then sprayed white using a standard car body undercoat
spray.
The roof was initially sprayed Navy Blue (using an Army Painter spray) and then the wider tiles were painted with
a Royal Blue. A highlight of pale blue was added to one edge of the thinner tiles
The ridge has a dash of Royal Blue inside the closest edge of each tile and pale blue on the other side of the line.
The front tiles just have highlights of the two colours as shown.
The circles were then painted white and any overspill from them tidied up with royal blue.
An example of a painted roof (of the 3x3 ‘end’ building).

